In this paper we propose an approach for clustering large datasets of mixed units, where variables (properties) of the units are measured in different scales (e.g. interval, ordinal, nominal). The uniform representation of the units is obtained from the partition of the variables ranges. The description of a cluster consists of the frequencies of the variable values over its range partition for each variable and as such represents an extension of the uniform representation of the units. The proposed representation can be used also for clustering symbolic data. On the basis of this representation the adapted version of the leaders method and adding clustering method were implemented. The proposed approach was successfully applied on several large datasets.
Introduction
When someone wants to get some information from large datasets one possible way is that he/she tries to find clusters in them. But most of the known hierarchical clustering methods are appropriate only for clustering datasets of a moderate size (some hundreds of units). On the other hand nonhierarchical methods are mostly implemented for datasets with variables measured in the same scale type (only numerical, only nominal, or only binary). Because of these limits we are searching for a new clustering methods or at least trying to adapt known methods to be appropriate for clustering large datasets with mixed units, where variables (properties) of the units are measured in different scales.
Let E be a finite set of units. A nonempty subset C E is called a cluster.
A set of clusters C = fC i g forms a clustering. In this paper we shall require that every clustering C is a partition of E.
The clustering problem can be formulated as an optimization problem:
Determine the clustering C 2 , for which P(C ) = min C2 P (C) where is a set of feasible clusterings and P : ! IR + 0 is a criterion function.
In many clustering methods the criterion function measures the deviation of units from representatives (leaders ) of corresponding clusters. In our method we select the criterion function in one of the most frequent form
where R C is a representative of cluster C and d a dissimilarity.
The cluster representatives usually consist of variable-wise summaries of variable values over the cluster, ranging from central values (mean, median, mode), (min, max) intervals (symbolic objects; Diday 1997), Tukey's (1977) box-andwhiskers plots, to detailed distributions (histogram or fitted curve).
In this paper we investigate a description satisfying two requirements:
it should require a fixed space per variable;
it should be compatible with merging of clusters -knowing the description of two clusters we can, without additional information, produce the description of their union.
Note that only some of the cluster descriptions are compatible with merging, for example mean (as sum and number of units) for numerical variables and (min, max) intervals for ordinal variables.
A description of a cluster compatible with merging
In our approach a cluster description is composed from descriptions of each variable. The ranges of the variables are partitioned into selected number of classes.
Let fV i ; i = 1; : : : ; k(V )g be a partition of the range of values of variable V (the number of classes k(V ) depends on variable). Then we define for a cluster C the sets Q(i; C; V ) = fX 2 C : V (X) 2 V i g; i = 1; : : : ; k(V ) where V (X) denotes the value of variable V on unit X.
In the case of an ordinal variable V (numerical scales are a special case of ordinal scales) the partition fV i ; i = 1; : : : ; k(V )g usually consists of intervals determined by selected threshold values t 0 < t 1 < t 2 < t 3 < < t k(V )? 
Using such discretization units are represented with the indices of classes, in which the ranges of values are partitioned.
Using classes of ranges we get frequencies q(i; C; V ) = card Q(i; C; V ) and relative frequencies
In a special case C = fXg only one component of a variable vector has a nonzero value
We can add, for each variable, a new class for a missing value and treat it as a special value, or we can also consider a missing value on V for a unit X by setting p(i; fXg; V ) = 1 k(V ) , i = 1; : : : ; k(V ) (or by any other distribution). It is easy to see that for two clusters C 1 and C 2 without common units we have
The description is compatible with merging.
The threshold values are usually determined in such a way that, for the given set of units E (or the space of units E), it holds that p(i; E; V ) 1 k(V ) , i = 1; : : : ; k(V ). As a compatible description of nominal variable over a cluster C also its range V (C) can be used, since we have V (C 1 C 2 ) = V (C 1 ) V (C 2 ).
An example of recoding original data to a uniform representation on cars dataset:
The discretization of the ranges of three observed variables (price, type and number of doors) on the cars is given by price ( 1000 SIT) type The description of a cluster C 9 obtained with the leaders method is q(C 9 ; price) 
Dissimilarity between clusters
As we mentioned before we defined clustering problem as an optimization problem. When we got the uniform representation of a unit and selected the description of a cluster, we need to define a measure of dissimilarity between clusters (note that a unit is a special case of a cluster with only one element). where m is the number of variables and j are weights (Batagelj and Bren, 1995) ; often j = 1
m .
An example of calculating the dissimilarity of two clusters described with frequencies:
The description of a cluster C 1 q(C 1 ; price) 
Clustering procedures
The proposed approach allows us to first recode the original nonhomogeneous data to a uniform representation by integers -indices of intervals. For the recoded data efficient clustering procedures can be built by adapting leaders method (Hartigan, 1975) or adding clustering method (Jambu and Lebeaux, 1983; Batagelj and Mandelj, 1993) .
The leaders method
The adapted version of the leaders method is a variant of a dynamic clustering method (Diday, 1979; Batagelj, 1985 
until the goal is attained
We begin with the initial clustering and then repeat to select leaders for each cluster in the clustering and after that we assign each unit to the nearest (new) leader until we reach the minimum of the criterion function or until the leaders don't change any more (local minimum).
In our case we shall use a simple version of the leaders method with G : ! and F : ! .
Let us assume the following model The program always stops (converges). The number of iterations is usually less than 10.
The program is suitable for clustering (very) large datasets.
The description of the leaders provides us with simple interpretations of clustering results.
The adding method
The adding clustering method is a hierarchical clustering method in which a new unit is added in a tree. Each vertex corresponds to a cluster. The description of a cluster (vertex) and the definition of a dissimilarity are the same as in the leaders method. Every time we add a unit in a cluster (vertex) the frequencies are recalculated. We are observing two possible ways where to add a new unit: a) To maximize the dissimilarity between clusters (sons) of the current vertex or, b) To minimize the dissimilarity from clusters (sons) of the current vertex.
In the first case the dissimilarities between both sons of a current vertex are calculated. Because of greedy approach the case with the biggest dissimilarity is chosen. In the second case the dissimilarities from each of the sons of current vertex are calculated and the unit is added to the nearest one.
The adding clustering method has some advantages, like:
Presentation of the result with a tree.
It is useful for classification.
If the tree has many (hundreds of) leaves which represent the leaders, it is more efficient adding unit into the tree with this method than to calculate the dissimilarities to each of the leaders. Most disturbing disadvantage of the adding method is that the result strongly depends on the ordering of the input sequence of units. Possible way to avoid this problem is a selection of 'good' initial tree. We are suggesting to built the initial tree on leaders obtained with the leaders method. The other possibility is to include balancing of the tree during adding of a new unit: collect 'strange' units (d(fXg; C) > D s ) in a separate cluster and add this cluster only when it is big enough or control the unbalance in the tree and if it becomes too big, determine a subtree in the largest part and move it to the root.
Conclusion
We successfully applied the proposed approach on the dataset of types of cars (1 349 
